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ABSTRACT
Teaching is a noble profession which requires special skills for the transformation of
knowledge from teaching domain to the learning domain. This profession requires deep
knowledge, dedication in teaching, encouragement, and control over the activities of the
learning domain, providing the knowledge to the learning domain, teaching the discipline,
behavior and smart skills as out of box teaching subjects. The teacher has to continuously
upgrade himself in discharging the knowledge because whatever he has learned in his learning
domain might be outdated. The Knowledge is always updating and it is the responsibility of
all the teachers to update their knowledge so that they can effectively transform the same to
the learning domain. The knowledge transformation in technical subject needs a rather
different methodology than the traditional classroom based teaching. The subject like
Software Engineering needs a different method of teaching than the traditional classroom
based teaching. In this subject the learning domain should be active in looking into the various
aspects of the software development. In this subject, the traditional classroom based teaching
does not transform the knowledge to the learning domain because the learning domain cannot
follow the subject since the domain does not have any idea about the subject. This paper
explains the need for active teaching in software engineering where in the learning domain has
to be active than the teaching domain. The teaching domain has to concentrate on various
concepts which are supposed to be given to the learning domain and guide the learning
domain how to get the knowledge, effective use of the available technology and its adoption at
the right place. The objective of this paper is how to convert the learning domain into smart
learning domain. This paper strongly recommends the case study based teaching and learning
practice than the traditional unidirectional classroom teaching.
Keywords: Teaching domain, Learning domain, Smart learners, Methodology, Knowledge
transformation.
1. INTRODUCTION :
Traditional classroom based teaching consists of the teacher engaging the entire hour of teaching
sharing his/her knowledge or experiences. Here he/she will be talking and the students are just
listening. The mode of communication here is unidirectional [1]. If some students dare to ask the
question in between then the communication will be bidirectional and the class will be effective. In
most of the case, the class room teaching becomes unidirectional where the teacher should speak for
entire one hour [2]. The students can listen to the class for first half an hour. Since they are inactive
and only listeners of the class they will not be able to understand the subject. In a day a student has to
listen at least 5 to 6 hours of class where in most of the classes he/she remains inactive just listening to
the teacher [3]. This method of teaching and learning practice will not serve the purpose of learning in
the learning domain. Especially while teaching any technical papers the inactive involvement of the
students in the class will result in nothing except a waste of time and energy of the teaching domain
[4]. In this paper, the subject chosen is the software engineering.
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Software Engineering is the subject which deals with the methodology to be used in developing the
commercial software in the market. The teaching domain has to prepare the learning domain to design
the industrial level commercial software. The expert has to deal with customers who do not know the
technicality of the system. The developer, who doesn’t know the customer’s requirements, cannot
entrust the designer who has not got the idea of designing. Here the teaching domain has to transfer the
knowledge of a project manager to the learning domain wherein the learning domain does not have any
foundation about the topic. The subject gives importance to the method of collecting requirements,
planning, design, the usage of various mathematical logics, usage of computer software techniques,
testing methodologies and so on [5]. Software engineering not only concentrates on the development
of software but also the testing, client side installation, post installation systematic operation,
maintenance [6]. It is very much important to study the concepts of Software Engineering while
handling any projects. Entire software development and maintenance activity depend on the software
engineering concepts. So it is very much important for the computer application students to thoroughly
study the software engineering concepts.
Various activities involved in developing industrial level software are [7]:
• Feasibility study
• Collection of Requirements.
• Analyses of those requirements
• Modularization and Design
• Coding
• Modularized testing
• Integration and system testing
• Implementation and user training
• Maintenance
These activities should be considered with care failing which the software design will not be useful in
the market. Unless one has the hands on work experience under any expert developer, he or she will
not be able to get the desired output. Unless one understands the theory of software engineering he or
she can not develop the project. Unless he or she has the knowledge about the practical aspects of the
project he or she cannot understand the theory of software engineering. The students neither have the
idea about the development of software nor have the required knowledge on the subject [8]. Teachers
handling this paper in undergraduate program find it very difficult to teach. The teachers have to
concentrate only on the theory as per the syllabus given by the university to finish the syllabus in time.
Since the students have no idea about this paper they find it very difficult to understand. In this case
the teacher has to take several examples of software engineering to teach the above activities to the
students. But if the teacher does so he/she will not be getting time to finish the syllabus in time. This
makes the students totally unaware of the subject until they get the practical exposure [9]. As per the
observation of the teacher the students start actually learning this paper during their project work
because they have to use the same theory for developing the project. Entire software engineering
theory which they learn in the entire semester without the practical knowledge is of no use. The only
method of teaching the above subject is to convert the class room into an active classroom where the
teacher is simply giving the various tasks to the students on above activities and simply helping them
in finding the solution. The students should search for the solution by themselves and solve the above
activities [10].
2. THE OBJECTIVES :
The objective of this paper is to propose a model to make an active classroom where the students
themselves work on the various activities related to the software engineering. The objective is also to
make the students experience the various activities involved in the software engineering than mugging
up the concepts without understanding. This creates a very strong learning environment among the
students.
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3. METHODOLOGY :
Teacher
Module

Internet

Technology
Module

Student
Module

Figure 1: The proposed module of active teaching learning model.
The proposed model deals with three modules namely
1. Teacher module.
2. Student module.
3. Technology module.
The diagrammatic representation of the model is as shown in figure 1. The functionalities of the three
modules are as explained below.
3.1 Teacher module
Teacher module is quite different from the regular class room teaching. Here the teacher module is
integrated with the client server technology. Here the teacher is given a login ID. In this login, the
teacher has a responsibility of designing practical cases for every activity of the software engineering.
(the activities are mentioned in the introduction). The teacher should prepare as many cases relevant
to the activity as possible. These cases have to be uploaded to the server inside the teacher's portal.
The teacher should also upload the necessary materials using which all the cases can be solved. The
teacher will be only guiding the students in solving the modules inside the classroom. The teacher is
not teaching anything in the class which may create an inactive environment inside the class. The
teacher is just monitoring the students who are actively participating either individually or in a group
solving the cases given. In the case of necessity, the teacher can guide the students to solve the case
inside the classroom. This creates an active classroom. The performance of the student in solving the
case is uploaded in the server for the evaluation. The teacher will go through the performance of each
student in the server and give the marks to respective students.
3.2 Student Module
In this module, every student is connected to the server through the Internet. The student is given a
Tablet to use inside the class. The student gets the access to the teacher's portal where in the teacher
has already uploaded the related case for the analysis. The teacher is just an observer and gives the
deadline to finish the case analysis. The student can discuss with his fellow friends, go to the server in
search of the related material or through the server he can go even to any related site to get the
material. The student cannot go to any other irrelevant site or social media site. The productivity of
the student decreases with the social media and other irrelevant sites. The student has the
responsibility to submit the given task before the scheduled time. The student can seek the help of the
teacher only in case of emergency, where in he/she is not in a position to search and get the
information for the case. This situation exists only in the beginning stage where the student gets an
idea to search the necessary information. This method makes the student to actively participate in
studies. The student will continuously think about the subject until he/she finishes the given
assignment. The knowledge thus obtained will be permanent because it is the knowledge from
experience and the student puts a lot of effort to gain it. In case of traditional teaching system the
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student pretends to be listening to the subject. But he/she is not. In almost all the cases the students
prepare for examination only one week before the examination. This results in failure.
3.3 Technology module
The technology module places a very important role in this case. Here the organization should set up a
higher end server with the necessary software developed. This module requires a high speed with
higher bandwidth since all the students and the teachers are connected to the same server. The server
should have a strong firewall to block the unwanted sites. The server should block even the social
media sites which divert the attention of the students away from the studies. The technology module
provides a Tablet to all the teachers and students. The students and teachers use this tablet to connect
to the server. The tablet should be designed in such a way that it cannot be used for other social
activities, no public Internet connection. The tablet is used to download the related cases for solution
and all the supporting study materials for the study. This module should keep track of the performance
of the student and the continuous monitoring report should be sent to the parents.
4. ANALYSIS :
The various aspects of the proposed model is discussed below. Here mainly what are the advantages
of having this type of active teaching and learning process is discussed. Further various benefits of
having this model is also discussed from the point of view of teacher, learner, industry. The various
constraints of having this model is also discussed and finally the drawbacks of adopting this model is
also discussed. Such methodology of analysis is called ABCD listing [11-23].
4.1 Advantages
There are many advantages of adopting this model in the classroom like
• The students will be active throughout inside the classroom because they are working instead
of listening.
• The students will be alert because their work is totally time bound. They should finish their
work within the given time as to go to next lectures.
• The understanding level of the students increases. This model helps the learning domain to
understand instead of by hart.
• More and more practical exposure in the form of case study is given to the students. This
helps the students ready to face the industries without any pre training.
4.2 Benefits
This model, if used in the teaching and learning domain has several benefits like
• When the students get the real projects in the market, they don't find any difficulties since
they had already done much case analysis related to the project development.
• Teachers can keep themselves busy in uploading the new cases related to Software
Engineering. This makes the teacher also to upgrade his knowledge instead of hanging on the
same old syllabus and book.
• Both the teachers and students update their knowledge. The knowledge will be updated and
market adaptable ones in lien of obsolete technology.
4.3 Constraints
Implementing this model has several challenges or constraints like
• The teaching domain should be tech savvy. Since the subject belongs to the computer
technology all the teachers will be tech savvy only. But if there is any teacher who is not tech
savvy then he /she will find this model very difficult.
• Fast Internet with higher bandwidth is required as Internet is the backbone of the active
classroom.
• Organization should invest huge money on setting up the technology module.
4.4 Drawback
Several drawbacks will be there in using this model
• Students acceptance in changing themselves into active students
• Syllabus to time limit
• Bringing this type of awareness in the education field
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5. CONCLUSIONS :
It is said that no one is intelligent as well as no one is dull. It is the involvement of each individual in
studies which make him either intelligent or dull. The more one involves himself in any activity the
more knowledge he will get. Thus to gain a deeper knowledge in the subject one should actively
involve. This active involvement gives one a good knowledge and good hold on the subject. In all the
cases the active involvement of both teaching and learning modules are essential. Normally due to
several reasons, the classroom teaching makes the students to be a passive listener. If the same class
room is converted into an active classroom by adopting the above model then the system would get all
the qualified and learned scholars in the country. In the conclusion, the following points are
suggested.
• Instead of monotonous teaching, the practical based case study is required.
• Students must be given the time limit to complete the exercise.
• Teachers should just guide the students instead of explaining the subject.
• Teachers should create more and more cases in teaching the subject.
• A hi-tech network based client server technology is very essential.
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